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ABSTRACT

We consider four of the tranafer Matrices defined to deal

with multilayer structures. We deduce algorithm* to calculate

them nunerically, in a simple and neat way. He illustrate their

application to seal-infinite systems using SGFM formulae. These

algorithms are of fast convergence and allow a calculation of bulk-,

surface- and Inner-layers band structure In good agreement with much

more sophisticated calculations. Supermatrlces, interfaces and

multilayer structures can be calculated In this way with a small

computational effort.
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Very recently the detailed study of the properties of surfaces

mainly of transition metals and semiconductors has gained Increasing Interest.

The magnetic properties at the surface of Cr, Ni, Fe and V, for example,

have been object of lengthy and detailed calculations which involve a substantial
21amount of computing time and computer facilities . It is natural that simpler

although still meaningful methods of calculation are being searched for. Among

them,empiric*l methods like tight-binding descriptions of interfaces, super-

lattices and surfaces are becoming very popular. One of the reasons can be

that - when uaed appropriately - tight binding calculations can give very good

results. A tight-binding description of the system csn be used to describe

a realistic slab, for example. In this case,about five atomic layers are

usually Included. Recently, the "effective field" or transfer matrix method

Introduced by Falicov ad Yhdurain ' has been restudled to look for an

algorithm that would converge more rapidly. In this work, we further develop

these ideas to include an algorithm for four of the transfer matrices that are

usually encountered in the description of - generally speaking - a multilayer

system (surfaces, quantum well, sueprlattlces, etc.). Using it together with

known formulae deduced within the Surface Green Function Hatching - theory

(SGFM) one can obtain a simple and transparent method to compute physical

properties of such systems. Since the SGFH theory has recently been

generalized to deal specially with empirical tight-binding descriptions of

surfaces, quantum wells, superlattices, etc. In a unified way, this method of

calculation can be applied to describe those systems a* well. It has been

applied successfully to the calculation of the electronic and phononic local

surface Green function, the bulk layer-projected Green function and the Green

function projected on the layers following the surface In the case of transition

metals ''lB'. in one of these examples, we have repeated the calculation using

the decimation method of Guinea at and obtained exactly the same result.

In what follows our emphasis is cast on the simplicity and clarity of

the formulation. We show explicitly how symmetric the problem becomes for

all the four matrices considered.

We now define explicitly the transfer matrices we will deal with, In

the simplest possible wayt

G10 " T G 0 0

G oi - * G o o

Gio • G o o s

c oi - G o o *
(1)
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Tha Craen function aatrlces are labelled by the principal layer

Indices. Tha S-aatrlx and the T-Mtrlx describe the propagation in the

direction perpendlncular to tha aurfaca or Interface plane. The S-natrix

and the T~-aatrl* describe the propagation In teh opposite direction. .The

general equation for. tha Green function la

(u - H) C - 1 or 0 (« - H) - I (2)

m Is the energy, H Is the Hull ton Ian Matrix and I is the unit utrlx In

the corresponding Hilbert apace. He define our Rllbert apace with principal

layer wave functions which we denote by II > for the 1 one. Taking matrix

elewenta of (2)

< n|G|a >< l|(w - H)[n > • « „

< a>|(u - H)|i X
(3)

where |±><i| lap lies a suasutlon over all tha principal layer wave functions.

Proa the definition of principal layer the only non-vanishing contribution in the

susi will coae froai |«-l > < a>-l| + |« > < M| + | ettl > < »+l|, since they

only interact within the flrat nearest neighbourhoods. Using an obvious

shorter notation

with

<• -

oo»
*-l

Cn --1

(4a)

and -1

and, In the second caaa

Cna>

with

t. = (u -

(4b)

and

where we have used the properties of an Ideal Interface (H • H__, e t c . ) .
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A convenient algorithi for the S-natrix can be obtained fro* Bq.(4a)

putting • » 0 and being careful in the. labelling of the Green function

Indices to obtain thea non-negative. This equation becoaws

Cn0 " Gn+1 0 "0 + Cn-1 0 80 (5)

and can be used to calculate Gn+, - and G , .. Upon replacement of the
result back into Eq.(S), a second equation is obtained fof the saae fom,
where the s Q and S Q utrices have been replaced by s. and «,. K
continuation of this procedure deals to

un0 in+21 0 n-21 0 *l

with (6)

and .j , .J.J • Ht

which leads iasiedlately a general relationship between G . and G n n l

2i Q 00
giving rise to Eq.(7d) (see below). A totally synswtrlc procedure starts
fro* Eq.(Ad) when n la put equal to zero Instead of • as we did: Eq.(7b)
eswrgea (see below). Repeating tha procedure froa Eq.(4b) wa obtain (7c)
and (7d)

C2i 0 " G21+1 „ "i + G00 "t (7a)

C0 21 " G21+1 „ "l + G00 "l

C
2i „ " *i

 G
21+1 n

 + fci G »

60 2^" ^ % 2 - + ^ G°°

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

with, in total analogy with the previous casa

,-1

and = N t2

" "i Vl

Vl " Vl



The chain of equations represented by each of Eqs.{7) 1* the basis

of the algorithm to calculate each of the transfer matrices defined In (1).

For example (7a) can obviously be used to express G

C ... using 1-equations. It is easy to sea that
2 0
to the power 21+l - 1. So few iterations make G

quick algorithm to compute the S-matrlx amergest '

in terms of GQQ and

la of the order of HQ

negligible and a

C8)

G10 " G00('0 + *l "0 + "2 sl *0 + "• + »i 'i-1 •• V

+ G
2i+i "i — * o " G o o s •

Also (7b), (7c) and (7d) give rise to algorithms for 5, T and \

respectively.

Let us look back to (7). Note that (7a) and (7b) differ only in the

switching of the roles between s. and Sj. So, the algorithm for the

3-matrix can be constructed - using this property - from the one just obtained for

for S

•i "i-1 •• "I s0S - sQ + s, sn • s, s, •„ + ... + i,
 y

+ B•0 + "2 'l *0

(9a)

(9b)

Also observe that (7a) and (7c) dlffar only In the order In which the matrices

are to be multiplied. Thus

l*2 + "•+ V l •" Vl'l (10a)

Finally, the equation for T can be obtained just noting that the

same relationship that holds between S and % holds between T and T

The last two formulae were first obtained by Lopet-Sancho et al. .

This formalism constitutes a very quickly converging method of

calculation. All four enter in calculations of super-matrices, for example.

Few Iterations are usually needed to achieve convergence (defined by the

absolute value of the sua of all the elements of the matrix obtained by taking

the difference between two Iterations. He required It to be less than a

as-

value, say 10* , for example). The number of iterations required

for convergence is around five In all the cases we have studied so far.

Knowing T, we can obtain the Surface Green function from

V (Ha)

which gives us information about the local density of states at the surface and

first layers. The bulk Green function projected on a principal layer U.given

by

(lib)

and the projection of the Green function on any principal layer - which is

useful in calculating how far an affect can enter into the bulk - can be

computed using the SCFM - formula

, - G n) (lie)

These formulae have been used In few concrete examples and gave
9)

results In exact agreement with decimation techniques as we stated before.

This formulation can be used together with SGFH formulae to obtain

a compact formalism to deal with systems like surfaces, interfaces, super-

lattices, etc.

In conclusion, we found in a neat way the algorithms for four of the

transfer matrices defined to deal with multilayer systems and illustrate its

use within the SGFH - method to describe a semi-infinite system. The

algorithms to calculate these matrices are of very quick convergence and
9)

give results in exact agreement with decimation techniques ' as it to be

expected. They allow calculations in multilayer structure described in

tight-binding without big computation efforts. This Is important since the

tight-binding parameters of a big series of elements became available recently 10)
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